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Lazer Impala: jumping further than you expect

The new Lazer Impala MTB helmet is designed to elevate your riding experience, providing

comfort and security while you ride. With extended shell coverage on all sides and EPS impact

protection it guarantees safety and peace of mind when riding, while still keeping a low fitting

profile.
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Twenty-two strategically placed inlet and exhaust vents keep your head cool when cranking out

maximum effort. The Impala even features brow vents for maximum frontal ventilation. The

distinctive large adjustable visor with three settings protects you from sunlight, low-hanging

branches and provides space for goggle parking. Also, the included camera mount allows you to

snap on your action camera easily.

A contrast color bottomshell is introduced to provide a clean premium finish and adds

protection against wear and tear. The whole helmet is comfortable to wear thanks to our well

known Advanced Turnfit System, which provides swift 360 degree horizontal and vertical

adjustments.

Everything combines to provide a light helmet that is at home on even the roughest terrains and

ready for all conditions.

The Impala will have its world premiere during this week's Sea Otter show in California. Come

see, feel and try it live at the Lazer/Shimano booth.



Specifications:

-          22 large ventilation holes

-          Large adjustable visor

-          Deep rear coverage increases protection

-          Advanced Turnfit System for horizontal and vertical setup

-          Distinctive bottomshell finishing

-          Action camera mount

-          Secure goggle parking

-          Sizes: S/M/L
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-          Weight: 295g (S)

-          CE/CPSC/AS certified

-          MSRP: non-MIPS: €119,95 / MIPS: €139.95

-          Availability: April 2019

For more product shots, please visit the link below:

For more information on Lazer brand and products visit www.lazersport.com or contact Nico

Dierickx through nico.dierickx@lazersport.com or +32 473 82 31 54
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